Pond
Healer

POWER-, WEEDBED -DESTRUCTION

™

the long-term solution to problem, rooted, aquatic weeds
when used as part of a wider remediation programme
The prolific growth of aquatic weeds, such as Canadian Pondweed, can ruin the fishing amenity of
a lake. Many sport fisheries have to close to fishing from the summer onwards, due to virtually
complete coverage of the fishable water.
It has never been environment-friendly to treat weeds and algae with herbicides. Now, it is no
longer legally permitted, and virtually all aquatic herbicides have been withdrawn from sale.
Besides, herbicides did not provide a long-term solution to the underlying problems, with the need
for the regular application of toxic substances to the water.
As an alternative to herbicides, some Fishery Managers have coped for a short period by weed
cutting. Either by paying for a contractor, at great expense, to cut the weed, or investing in weedcutting equipment of their own.
Isn’t this like mowing a lawn - an expensive, time-consuming chore ?
We now have the solution our POWER WEEDBED-DESTRUCTION SERVICE
We have developed a powered system to rip weed
out by the roots. This weed can then be removed
from the lake. As part of a wider programme this
offers the prospect of curing the problem, not simply
dealing with the symptoms every year.

weed draining before disposal
several tonnes of weed and algae being
drawn to the lakeside
To understand all of the background factors and cure the problem,
it is advisable to consider our Lake Survey Service.
We have a range of environment-friendly remedies to deal with
algae (blanket weed, blue green and green water), deep, stinking
sediment and stagnation. We also have the widest range of
aerators available
Please contact us for further information, or refer to our web site
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